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Family Update
In light of the craziness of the past couple years and the fact that we have welcomed many new customers to our
farm during this time, we wanted to share with you a brief update on our family and farm. We hope you enjoy
following us around in this article!
At home holding down the farm right now is the Lone Ranger Brian Paddock ... supported by his wife Gretchen and
youngest daughter Becca (#6), who is currently in high school and just started driving! Becca also manages our
Instagram page! The three of them are often helped by Joshua (#5) when he isn't studying, attending his college
classes, or playing soccer (he packages almonds and is Brian's all-around right-hand-man) and Nicholas (#2) who is
working an agriculture-related job nearby but still comes home often to help package orders, sort almonds, help with
harvest work, and help with other farm-related projects. The other three children (Kyle, Alicia, and Jessica) help out
whenever they are home and also remotely. Kyle (#1) is still in charge of the website and lives in Texas with his wife
Bailey and their almost-one-year-old daughter Nora. They've made it out to the farm for a couple visits this past year!
Kyle continues to do HVAC work and Bailey is loving being a stay-at-home mom. Alicia (#3) is making Estes Park,
Colorado her home for right now. After serving as a missionary at a Catholic camp there for two years, she moved on
to the YMCA in Estes Park for a short time as a gap program facilitator and hikemaster and most recently has started

a job for the local school district as a school bus driver and grounds-maintenance assistant. When visiting home she
stays busy making almond butter, packaging orders, and handling odd jobs. From Estes she writes these newsletters
and manages our Facebook page. She proudly displays a magnet on her car advertising for Capay Hills Orchard!
Jessica (#4) has been living in the Tahoe area near Truckee for over a year now and also proudly displays an orchard
magnet on her car. She is currently working as a ski instructor and supervisor at Squaw Valley. Just like Brian, you can't
keep her off the slopes! When she is home she helps with almond butter, harvest, and packaging orders.
Lastly, over the past year we have added three new animals to our farm (whom you have likely met on our Facebook
page): Koda, Shadow (a.k.a. Gray Cat), and D.C. (a.k.a. Black Cat). And most recently (just over the past few days) we
witness the birth of 7 lambs in our neighbor's flock grazing in the orchard!
As you can see, these past couple years, while they have been rough for everybody in some ways, have also seen us
reap some blessings! Our farm is doing very well and we are always so happy to continue providing you all with a
quality food product! If you would like to follow our farm life more closely, please follow us on Facebook and Instagram
and subscribe to our new YouTube page for video updates (links below).

Alicia in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado
Back: Kyle, Brian, Joshua, Nicholas
Front: Jessica, Becca, Bailey, Nora, Gretchen,
Alicia

Koda playing "king of the hill" in
the rain on our pile of gypsum

Links:
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/capayhillsorchard/
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/capayhillsorchard/

YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCykQpA6lbn
77GUSbiD9y4qQ

Winter Weather

The rain has come! After experiencing an exceptionally dry rainy season last year, we are now being abundantly blessed
with what sometimes seem like never-ending rainy skies. Sometimes we have water run-off through our orchard that
doesn't stop flowing for several days, on occasion even more than a week! This constant water run-off usually is seen as a
problem by most farmers, because with water run-off you often have soil erosion. And with soil erosion you have soil
degradation and soil destabilization, both of which are constant battles all farmers face! Yet on our farm, the water run-off
is remarkably clear. The water is not a muddy brown, a sign of high soil loss (and something we see on several farms
around us); rather, it is almost crystal clear (see picture on next page)! This is a sign that our orchard has good soil stability.
Even after several days of water running through an area, the water remains clear and is not capturing our healthy soil and
washing it away. This is because, as truly organic farmers, we strive to build up healthy soil. In order to care for the tree, we
have to care for the soil. This is why we very strategically plant a cover crop. This is why we allow vegetation to grow at any
time of the year. This is why our orchard is a home to sheep, deer, birds, turkeys, and countless species of insects,
microorganisms, and beneficial fungi. All of these living organisms naturally working together make up a healthy ecosystem
and that is why our orchard is thriving and we don't see our soil washed away when it rains. Those rainy clouds can just
keep on dumping! You can check out a video of our water run-off on our new YouTube page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hW1XogF45qk.

To Cover ... Or Not to
Cover?
If you have been a customer with us long enough, you are probably aware that we plant a cover crop throughout our
orchard each year, typically right at the start of the rainy season post-harvest. This cover crop varies slightly from year
to year, containing anything from clover to vetch to mustard to peas and radishes. Always, the theme is "nitrogenfixing". These crops help replace the nitrogen the almond trees eagerly seek from the soil. Shortly before the crop
goes to seed (when it would draw nitrogen back up from the soil), we introduce sheep to the orchard to graze the
crop down and transform it into manure for us. This past year we have a new neighbor supplying us with sheep in
our orchard. She brought them over after harvest, and since the shepherd was willing to let them stay, we have
chosen to experiment a little this year and not plant a cover crop but instead allow the sheep to continue to graze the
natural grasses and forbs. Even without the specific benefits of a cover crop, this can still profit the orchard
immensely. It allows our orchard to receive virtually constant fertilization, with proper dispersal and a well-regulated
grazing rotation to allow the vegetation to regrow and the soil to rebound. It also saves our farm a considerable
amount of time and money that would otherwise be spent on buying and planting the cover crop.
We love looking out our window and watching 20-odd white-and-brown ewes and one black ram enjoying the other
"crop" of our orchard--one that we didn't even need to plant! We also have seven brand-new lambs in the mix, born
here in the orchard! We plan on planting a cover crop again next year, but for now we continue to pasture the sheep.

